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holding up paradise as the goal as the Taoists were active
(forgetting Wu-wei) in offering men the medicine of
longevity.
The higher religion in each case—Laoism and Nib-
banism—is a religion of quality of life: they made it, as
the vulgar will, a religion of quantity and duration.
The great Chan masters called both back to reality and
to simplicity. Most popular and rugged is Bodhi-dharma
or Puti-tamo, 'the wall-gazing Brahmin*, who snubbed
the eager Wu-ti, and settling near Loyang kept silence for
nine years—profoundly impressing a loquacious and con-
tentious age.
His date is a.d. 526 and he reminds us of Chuang-tse,
but he no less reminds us of the Upanishads and of the
Buddha, for mysticism is of no age or land. It is timeless
and universal. 'Seek the Buddha within: so will you find
yourself,' is Tamo's summary: Tind your true self and
you will be Buddha/ His snub to Wu-ti—who asked, 'Is
there not much merit'in my building of monasteries ?' only
to be told, 'None*—begins a technique developed in the
next century by Tao-seng as 'the school of sudden illumina-
tion*; and his rugged character inspired such reformers as
Tao-i, and gave a new paedagogical method to the school.
To bring oneself back to the spontaneous and free life—
this is one purpose of the new teaching. Simplicity to the
point of bareness—honesty to the point of rudeness—
industry to the point of austerity—these are hall marks
of such teachers as Hui-neng and Tao-L
Instead of mendicancy—work; instead of ritual—
silence and stillness; instead of superstition—illumina-
tion; instead of logic—intuition.
Here is at once a reformation and a simplification of
Buddhism and of Taoism.
But to be oneself one must think for oneself; and the
rough technique of bringing man to himself by a kick or
a snub is characteristic of the Chan or Zen master.
The following anecdotes are typical, and artists loved to
paint these bizarre teachers at their task of illumination*

